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icific's Unique Progrom

HIGH SCHOOL RECRUITMENT

by NANCY ROBERTS
"If students are given responjllity they carry through . . .
t y are concerned with the
les and regulations that affect
nifct em ... if they are given the
rance to be Involved with the
liversity in significant ways
ere's no reason for them to
bt."
This is no irate student leadspeaking, but the n e w e s t
mber of UOP's administraDn: Judy McMillan, assistant to
president. She has returned
her Alma Mater after gradufe work at the University of
isconsin and Michigan and
ght years as Dean of Women
Mount Union College in Ohio.
As assistant to President
lurns, Miss McMillan plans to
I tiplement a program which he
;els is vital to Pacific, and
hich she describes as "student
Ivolvement in all areas of the
niversity."
WHO RECRUITS
The first thrust of this proam will be in the area of re•ultment. Sixty students, fresh
an through senior, represent
lg every department, profesonal school, and cluster col>ge, will work for the Admisons Office during Christmas
acation, entertaining prospecve students in their homes and
peaking to high schools in their
rea. Their expenses will be paid
UOP.
/here To Go Now?

Recruiters will be selected on
the basis of better-than-average
grades and, most importantly.

November 6, 1968

INVOLVEMENT AND
WHAT IT MEANS
By LEE JONES

munity involvement. It is hoped
by Bevan that, "Community in
volvement will be part of the
climate of this institution."

"They just don't give a damn!"
or so say the people of Stockton
in a recent P'Can article. The
Involvement is on the way in
gist of the story is that Pacific three areas that involve the fac
students and faculty are not in ulty almost exclusively. The
volved in the community—nor "Teacher Corps" initiated this
do they wish to be. Yet the first semester is unique in that it is
article of the P'Can this semest not "a graduate course for the
middle class, but rather ours is
er proclaims boldly "Frosh Camp undergraduate with an emphasis
Committed to Involvement" and on the culturally-deprived indi
this of the community-type. Why vidual," says Bevan. "Upward
does there seem to be a discrep Bound" will involve the youth in
ancy between what we as stu the community from lower eco
dents proclaim and what the nomic strata who need assist
people of Stockton seem to think ance with basic skills during the
is the actual situation? Has the summer, but will also provide
college community always been them with art, music, and drama
expected to be involved? What as means of expression. Begin
UNIQUE PROGRAM
is the current state of involve ning in February a "Teacher
Explained Miss McMillan, "The ment and what is planned for Corps" will be offered to those
whole program is built around the forseeable future?
who have gone to Junior College
the philosophy that students can
Judy McMillan
Discrepancies often arise be and are now serving as teacher's
support and supplement the
cause of a lack of communica aides with little chance to con
enthusiasm about their college work of the Admissions Office, tion. This is most certainly true tinue their education. One hun
or department. Some have al and a student who's enthusiastic in the case of Stockton the Com dred Pacific faculty will donate
ready been invited into the pro can make a contribution that's munity vs. Pacific the Univer one hour apiece per week for
gram; others will be nominated really unique.
sity. We dont know who they three years in order to help the
by their provost, department
"Through recruitment," she are and they don't know who we teacher's aides to become fullhead, or dean. Interested stu continued, "we hope to give high are—and until recently neither fledged teachers.
dents may volunteer for the pro school students a realistic pic faction seemed to care. College,
Even the PSA has recently ap
gram by speaking to Miss Mc ture of what the University is all up until recently, was consider
Millan in the office of the Dean about. To say that any univer ed as preparation for life ac pointed a person to act as co
of the Graduate School any day sity is perfect is not being real cording to Dr. Bevan. But the ordinator of the various studentnext week.
istic; but within the context of student of "right now" sees col involvement programs on cam
honesty we hope the recruiters lege as "a part of the process of pus. Joel Plath, the student who
TRAINING
will attempt to sell the strengths living" and realizes that he has taken on this task, said his
Students selected as recruit of the University."
job consisted of "letting the
"can't shut out the outside for groups move in their present di
ers will be trained in a series of
four years." Dr. Bevan feels rections, publicizing the areas of
strongly that community in involvement in order to stimu
volvement is part of education late more interest and attempt
("if the student wants it"), but ing to keep the programs from
to involve the University as a overlapping or becoming mean
whole and in a co-ordinaited man ingless." Joel states that he
ner is another matter.
hopes "students will be allowed
Pacific students and faculty to help plan and coordinate the
have been involved for a num various "involvement programs"
By LEAH REICH
ber
of years in a number of dif as he sees this as a way of gar
rollment has been stable at
Harmony plus — that's what ferent areas. Dr. Byron heads up nering more interest. Both Dr.
about 55 students for several our parents will observe on Par
a meaningful program that deals Bevan and Joel agree that it is
years.
ents' Weekend, November 15 and with the youths in the California dangerous to force students to
The University of California 16. Starting with the torchlight Youth Authority facilities work in the community. How
and the State College System parade on Friday and continu around Stockton. This program ever, they would like to see stu
have cut back their programs of ing all the way through the vic has received enthusiastic nation dents receive units for mean
engineering in response to the tory dance on Saturday. Moms wide support and commenda ingful work because, as Bevan
drop in enrollment. Pacific feels and Dads from everywhere will tion. Raymond and Callison also puts it, "You're learning some
that it does have a valid pro view the tranquil, communica participate in the affairs of the thing valuable and you ought to
gram to offer, despite the State tive, friendly U.O.P. campus.
community: Callison students get equivalent credit for it"
Mr. Maynard A. Bostwick. Di donate practically every Satur
cut backs.
Is the University involved? Yes,
Pacific's program tends to em rector of Parent Programs and day to Just such endeavors. Stan
but
as separate entities and In a
Special
Gifts,
explained
that
the
phasize less of the theoretical
Stevens at the "Y" has been
aspects of engineering and more purpose of the weekend is two sponsoring Big Brother pro presently unorganized fashion.
of the application aspects of en fold. First, it will provide an op grams and other community in Does the University plan to fos
gineering. Careful consideration portunity for parents to become volvement for over three years, ter more involvement? You'd
is being given to expanding the familiar with Pacific's campus. while Canterbury works in the better believe it! Why then, if
last two years of the program Second, it will allow the parents area of rural farm laborers — the University is involved and
into a three year work-study to see for themselves exactly and has been doing so for ten plans to become even more so,
doesnt the community know
what's happening.
program.
years.
about it?
Although
there
will
be
some
The School of Engineering is
parent-teacher
confrontations,
The
University
is
and
has
been
not officially accredited at pres
Dr. Robert Theobald, an emin
ent. Graduates from the school the tone of the weekend is basic involved, but the involvement ent economist said at Pacific
have had no problems getting ally social—fun. The more aca has been as individuals or as last year, "You can have change
jobs however. Stanford and demic oriented parents' weekend groups with no over-all univer or credit for change, but you
Berkeley both accept Pacific en will occur the last weekend in sity coordination. Dr. Bevan cant have both."
cites this as our greatest need in
gineers for graduate study. Plans April.
The message is clear—pub
BUSY SCHEDULE
this area—and as of July 1, 1969.
are being made to apply for ac
licity
is not as important as com
there
will
be
a
full-time
adminis
Scheduled
activities
for
the
creditation as soon as certain
trator handling all areas of com mittment
Con't. on pg. 2, col 1
course changes can be made.

Engineering School
Faces the Future

By EARL R. WASHBURN
Where is the School of Engileering headed? The dean and
acuity of the school are in the
irocess of forging an answer to
hat question.
Two programs are underway to
ncrease the enrollment of the
chool. One program involves
he invitation of 50 junior colege students to visit Pacific and
he School of Engineering durng Homecoming.
The second program is a
nonth-long open house between
Thanksgiving and Christmas.
This is a repeat of a highly sue
:essful program initiated last
Spring. Junior and Senior high
;chool students can come to
isit the school anytime during
he period. They and their famiies will be given guided tours
>y the faculty.
Enrollment into engineering
chools has fallen off throughout
he country in the past several
'ears. It is hoped that these
irograms will boost Pacific's en;ineering enrollment. This en

meetings beginning in two
weeks; their instruction will
come from the Admissions staff,
the provosts, and the adminis
tration. President Bums will
honor them with a function at
his home at the completion of
training.
In addition to entertaining
prospective students and visit
ing high schools, recruiters will
be involved in special programs
on the UOP campus and will
keep in touch with high school
students through letters and
telephone calls.
To demonstrate the potential
effectiveness of student recruit
ment, Concord, California has
been chosen as a "pilot area" in
which only UOP students will do
recruiting.

Fresno Train
INFO at PSA
Deadline Nov. 15

PARENTS
WEEKEND
NOV. 15-16

November 6, 1%

Schedule For Parents Day
Con't from pg 1, col 3
weekend include a torchlight pa
rade Friday evening, followed
by a rally in the Conservatory at
which the Homecoming Queen
will be presented. S a t u r d a y
opens with registration of the
parents, coffee and donuts, and
a parents' meeting with Mr.
John Lodato, President of Pa
cific Parents' Association, pre
siding.
After the Homecoming
parade on Pacific Avenue and
lunch, the football game be

tween U.O.P. and Stanford Uni
versity will prove to be the main
event. Following the game, there
will be a social hour on the An
derson "Y" Center Lawn, and
finally a victory dance later
Saturday evening.
The whole Weekend will be
one of entertainment and ex
hibition. U.O.P. will be the stage
with its student body and fac
ulty acting as the players. The
show must be a good one. After
all, the parents have to see that
their hard-earned money is be
ing put to the best of use.

7^?*"Pat# Tfotet
CLEAVER DISCUSSION

There will be a discussion on
E. Cleaver, Black Power, and the
Black Man in 109 Banister at
7:00 Wednesday. Come if you
can.
•••
INVITATIONAL SPEECH
TOURNAMENT

The University of the Pacific
will host the Northern California
Forensic Association Invitational
Speech Tournament November 8
and 9. The tournament will in
clude debate, interpretation, and
oratory. Many top teams are ex
pected to compete.

•••

CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION
COMMISSION

Applications are still available
for the Constitutional Revision
Commission. Any student inter
ested in participating in the re
vision of the PSA Constitution in
any of the following areas: COP
government, judicial revision,
legislative and executive struc
ture, college-PSA relationships,
election procedures, or PSA fin
ancial and budgetary processes,
should send a letter of applica
tion to either George Williams,
4850 Kentfield Road No. 2, Stock

The

ton; Jim Irwin, 870 W. Stadium
Drive No. 6, Stockton; or to the
PSA office on campus.

•• •

PACIFIC JAZZ CONCERT

University of the Pacific's Beta
Pi Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia will present Pacific Jazz
Concert on Saturday, November
9, at 8:15 p.m. in the Music Con
servatory auditorium. The con
cert will feature small combos
as well as the big band sound.
The current president of Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfona is James
Hodge. Other officers are: Arthus Swanson, Vice-President;
Allen Goss, Secretary; David
Freehauf, Treasurer; Glen Chin,
Historian.
Admission to the concert is
$1.00. Tickets are on sale on
campus at the PSA Office, Music
Library, and the Conservatory
Office. Tickets may also be pur
chased at the Weberstown Box
Office, weberstown Mall.

•••

FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT

Married student to manage a
local 19-unit apartment house.
Utilities, furnished apartment,
pool and oar port. Contact Place
ment Office for further details.
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Homecoming

"Born to Be
Wild" - - Will Be!
by LINDA HOLST

Plans are underway for the
Homecoming events of this
year, which include several
changes from previous Home
comings at Pacific.
The theme, "Born to be Wild,"
was chosen for the purpose of
"raising spirit and getting peo
ple excited," according to Lee
Jones, social commissioner. This
year an emphasis will be placed
on supporting the football team
for Saturday afternoon's game
against Stanford.
The Homecoming proceedings
will start Friday evening with
a bonfire rally on the levy,
"hopefully full of spirit." After
this, the presentation of the
queen and the Quartet contest
will take place in the Conserva
tory.
The traditional parade pre
senting the UOP floats, and
hands from 20 different high
schools will take place Saturday
morning. An added feature this
year will be a clown competi
tion. A trophy will be given to
the "best clown" performing in
the parade. The best floats will
also receive trophies and rib
bons.
The game against Stanford
will begin at 2 p.m. Halftime
will feature the performance of
the high school bands from all
over the State.
Saturday evening, the Home
coming dance will take place
in the Scottish Rite Temple,
from 9 pm-1 am. A band from
Tahoe, headed by Jim Burgett,
will provide the dance music.
Decorations for the dance will
be "off-beat in a good way,"
according to Lee.
Some of the Pacific merch
ants are giving UOP a $75-$100
perpetual trophy, along with
taking care of all the publicity
for Homecoming. In return for
this, the reviewing stand will be
placed towards the middle of
Pacific Avenue this year.
Look for the Special Home
coming Issue, coming November
15—and Beware of Fallen In
dians!

The Indian
Nation Will
FALL

MARIA BOTARD-BLAZEK IS OFFERING
CLASSES IN DANCE IMPROVEMENT
for students, adults, and children.

Times available areStudents—Monday 8:00-10:00 P.M.
Thurs. 11:00- 12:00 P.M.

The "Funny Man" Replies
In last Friday's issue, a letter from Cheryl Hansen made a
grand assault on the Pacifican in general and on me in par;,
cular
Before attempting to answer that letter, I want to say more
criticism of the newspaper is welcome because we want to knot
what's wrong as well as what's right.
And now the reply:
Have you been at UOP long enough to realize there's been a
long, dry spell with regard to a student newspaper being really
relevant?
We admit we're not too relevant now, but we are trying. All oi
us are trying, Miss Hansen, not just one "funny man." The newspaper you rip apart in your letter is ultimately my personal res
ponsibility, certainly, but it is the product of many people. Many
dedicated people.
Beware of blanket indictments.
I readily assume much of the blame for the failings of the
paper this year, so don't beiieve I think I'm God's Gift to Journal
ism, all right?
Yet, somehow, maybe there have been some things to feel
good about, too. The prime example would be Jim Geear's article
on how Stockton sees Pacific. Whether you agree with the opinions
in that article or not, you'll admit it has had more effect and
reaction than anything so far this year on campus. And this is
something to feel good about, is it not, Miss Hansen?
As for proofreading instead of being the "funny man," it seems
as though your misperceive the relationship between errorless
copy and personal behavior. There are folk whose primary job is to
proofread copy, and, try as they might, the printers oftimes fail
to correct all the copy, or the copy is submitted without being
fully proofread, or the galleys we receive from the printers aren't
all proofed.
Again, the final blame is mine, hut there are many extenuat
ing circumstances. This isn't a cop out, but Fact.
Real variety does exist apart from the errors in judgment and
composition you care to call "variety." Columns on the PSA, satire,
entertainment and glimpses of life, and sports don't seem to indi
cate a lack of variety, do they? After only 9 issues, we could be
accused of not trying anything fantastically spectacular.
Well then, how about a 12-page Homecoming Special.
If that appeals to you, pick on up November 15. You just might
like it. We really hope so.
And now, to Harold: Just how do you make a point, Miss Han
sen? Do you grab a soapbox and preach platitudes from its top
I gather from the style of your letter you might evidence emplo?
ing satire yourself in moments of appropriateness. And you migfc
agree there is some value in satire in illustrating a problem.
Of course, it would be much easier to present some hackney
editorial position of "Say, gang, let's all go help the Ol' PSA Team
and get involved!"
,
But yet
there is the very slim chance such a po
tion has been voiced in such a manner before in the history 0i
college newspapers.
.
Since you're really the first person with enough motivation
jump on the paper this year, and since you do have many v
criticisms—I, we, invite you to now let us know what you
the paper should have in it. A list, an enumeration, either wri
or verbal, would honestly be appreciated and welcome. You kn
what was wrong, now tell us how you think we can fix it, OKTo anyone else who feels like bitching about the
Pacifican, we want your comments. Just send your letter o
the Pacifican, North Hall.
We await your complaints
A
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

Children—Friday-6:00-8:00 P.M.

Mayfair Barber Shop
THE FOX

The Cost is $1.00 to $2.00 per hour

242 EAST MAIN
465-5765
Walt Disney's

6103 N. El Dorado

PARENT TRAP" with Haley Mills

Depending on Size of Class

and
"AROUND THE WORLD AND
UNDER THE SEA"

or Call 462-8833

tlie news today
oh boy.

—BOB LEM-

Adults—Thursday, 8:00-10:00 P.M.
Tues. - 11:00-12:00 P.M.

Contact through U.O.P. Gym Office

i read

RITZ

426 EAST MAIN
466-7059

"BOSTON STRANGLER"
and

"BEDAZZLED"

Call for Show Time

HAIR STYLING
APPOINTMENTS

477-4283

The following hours are ava'*
able for student use:
Swimming Pool, MWF, 1 p.m.; Sat. and Sun., 1-5 p.mSports Pavilion, MTWTh, r
5:30 p.m.
(Gymnastics)

Weight Training Room, who
ever room is not in use
classes.
.
Handball Court, reserve cou
by the hour in gym office.

FORUM
LEnERS TO THE EDITOR
STUDENT UNION ADVOCATE

m,•I irs:
i must

whole-heartily agree
11th the article on the need for
I student union in the Pacifican
Bsue of 10-28-68. Being new at
I acific (I'm a transfer student
I om Ohio University and ColoI ado State) one of the first
I lings I noticed was that UOP
I id not have a student union.
I Actually I was quite surprised

on

I lat it didn't because UOP seems

I) have just about everything
1tse. A student union is almost a
'Mttto, Necessity on any college campus,
*0 Wsn
specially one that has such a
iversity of cultures, ethnics,
sorals and, in general, "student
sought."
* there:
The student union at Ohio not
'Per k
ily provided a place for friends
E meet but a facility for acquiraretiji lig new ones. The "Union" proman."n I ided a place for Greek and Inmy I ependent student (I believe
I iat covers everybody) socializny
I lg organizations to "function."

|
At Colorado the student union
ave a general meeting place for
tiose students who needed to
Gift to pass" a hour before (and somemes during) class. It graciously
rovided for an assembly place
ir academic, social and politii Geeai al debates.
1th Ht
In both instances (and for
noreei
Jther
colleges which I've visited)
>us. k I student union has been as
sen?
Beneficial to both the student
•man; I nd the "establishment" (or
tween:
rimaij
ers ot
. wife
prinit

manyt

judp
the PS!,
tseei
s, we I
icular.

-lAfipl
JCvM"'

Vouju

oint,"
from
idence
hid?5
pro®
me®
or K

the®

•entf

lat f
either

fix i1
iboot
rle®

Jewel OriginaL
Sometimes it's nice to be dif
ferent; to do or own some
thing that sets you apart from
the crowd. When this takes
the form of a special jewelry
accessory, it is equally nice to
know that the pleasure and
value will be a lasting joy to
you and generations to come.
We will be happy to create a
special design for you alone,
using either new gems of your
choice, or those from your
present pieces. The cost may
be less than you think for
what can become your very
own "signature in gems'.' Stop
in soon and let us develop
a sketch or two for your
approval.
MEMBER AMERICAN OEM SOCIETY

urs®:

$

»/
o#

whatever you want to call it).
UOP definitely should add to
its commendable institutions
and facilities
One Student
Union.
—TIM LYONS

RICOCHET

•••

•• •
FROM O. H. CLOSE
Sirs:
The article by Jim Geear in
your October 18, 1968 issue surely
must have stimulated much dis
cussion on your campus, and I
read it with great interest. I am
writing this letter to let your
readers know that I have had
some very pleasant associations
with the UOP and they have fo
cused primarily around the Stu
dent Placements by Professor
William Byron (Sociology) at two
correctional institutions since
1962; namely, the Deuel Voca
tional Institution in Tracy of the
State Department of Corrections
as well as the Northern Cali
fornia Youth Center, particularly
the O. H. Close School for Boys
of the Youth Authority.
I have been very much im
pressed by the devotion, the
patience, the understanding, the
real sacrifice shown by Profes
sor Byron and his Assistants,
such as Bob Banks or the recent
arrival, Mr. Armond Willis.
At times when there is tur
moil on college campuses, when
students are struggling not only
with the administrative author
ity but with their own concept of
authority as well, it has been
encouraging to see Professor By
ron inspire his students to work
enthusiastically, with dignity,
and with responsibility with our
correctional schools.
Our troubled delinquents
come from the fragile and torn
social fabric of our communities,
and they now end up in a set
ting which has many artificial
facets to it.
The confrontation between
UOP students and our charges,
between faculty and institution
al staff has never been without
challenges, but it has been a con
frontation, which in my opinion,
is bringing the world of academia closer to the deepest
needs of our society.
These student placements
have played a role in building a
bridge between "town and
gown," and we are grateful for
the opportunity to work with
you.
I would hope that the total
student body will support efforts
such as this because they seem
to get at the problems, even
through only in a small way,
mentioned so dramatically in
your article.
Very truly yours,
THOMAS L. FRAZIER
Supervisor of Treatment
Student Coordinator
O. H. Close School for Boys

in his own home town.
There is no longer a chance
to get another bill in the Legis
lature this year, but the military
draft goes on.
. . Eureka, Calif. TimesBtandard

"Lucky
Draft
was good
enough for us in my college
days."
Lt. General Hefshey

1
I
&
—UCSB GAUCHO

YOUTH GETS AXE
For the third time in the
State Legislature an effort to
lower the legal voting age in
California has been killed in
committee—killed just as thous
ands of teen-agers who never
had a chance to vote in their
lives are being killed in Vietnam:
The bill to lower the voting
age to 18 years was introduced
by Assemblyman John Vasconcellos of San Jose. Three legis
lators in the Assembly Constitu
tional Amendments Committee
did the hatchet work, since the
six-man committee split down
the middle despite strong sup
port of the measure by the Cali
fornia Teachers Association.
Arguments For
Arguments for the propsal,
which would have to have gone
on the ballot as a constitutional
amendment had it passed the
Assembly and the Senate, were
logical.
We want to thank Pres. Burns,
Vice Pres. Thompson, Dean Betz
and all other adminisrators who
have taken such a lively interest
in our editorial stands and given
so freely of themselves in ex
pressing it. Keep those cards
and letters coming in.
—Frank Strauss
—Bob Lema

TYPEWRITER RENTALS

Is was pointed out that thous
ands of young Californians un
der the age of 21 are heads of
families, are property owners or
have equities in property on
which they are required to pay
taxes, and that exclusion from
the political system contributes
much to today's youth unrest
and troublemaking.
The "disenchantment of the
betweeners" —those who are be
tween 18 and 21 years of age is
certainly contributory to vio
lence and demonstrations, for
they have no other voice.
Youth Becoming Majority
It was further pointed out
that many student teachers of
18 and 19 years of age have been
certified to teach in our schools
—including the subject of gov
ernment—yet they are not al
lowed to participate in the gov
ernmental process.
Many in this age bracket are
disabled veterans from Vietnam.
Some of the married girls are
mothers and home-makers, yet
they cannot have anything to
say even about how their city
or county is run, let abone the
state.
Lets face it. Youth is rapidly
becoming the majority in this
state and nation. It is youth who
is called upon to die eight thous
and miles from home but who
cannot cast a ballot at the polls

BOYCOTT—
The plight of the migrant
worker is a sad one. His pay
averages about $1.40 an hour;
his work is seasonal, unsteady—
when the field he is employed
in is harvested, he must move
on. Living conditions are, at
best, tolerable. Present labor
laws do not cover him—thus,
minimum wage and child labor
laws, health insurance and
fringe benefits are, for the most
part, not available to him. His
family must move where he can
find work; often the wife and
children will work in the fields,
too. Educational facilities for the
children are in turmoil, due pri
marily to the necessity of the
mobility of the occupation.
The movement to raise the
conditions of the migrant work
er began in 1965 when the Unit
ed Farm Workers Organizational
Committee, the bargaining agent
for the Grape Farm Workers'
Union, sought union recognition
from the powerful grape, growers
of Delano, California. Although
the union apparently represent
ed a majority of the field labor
ers, the growers refused. In Sep
tember, 1965, the union struck
the Delano growers and since
then, due largely to sympathetic
boycotts across the land, the
union won several contracts in
grape country.
The UFWOC's central figure is
Caesar Chavez, a man consid
ered a vicious enemy of the nonunionized agricultural system by
some, and the "Bolivar of the
migratory worker" by others. He
was politically embraced by the
late Senator Robert Kennedy as
well as Senator Eugene McCar
thy. Catholic dioceses in the
country, and in particular the
Cincinnati archdiocese, perhaps
to mitigate the damage done by
the "grower-Church coalition" in
Delano, have expressed their
sympathy for the migratory
laborer.
The California grape boycott,
while aimed primarily at aiding
Caliornia migrant workers whose
situation is not as serious as
those from other areas, will ulti
mately aid the migratory worker
everywhere.
That union leaders are at
tempting to force the growers to
negotiate out of fear is unfor
tunate, but a necessary action.
Powerful growers have neither
the right to bind the political
hands of migrant workers, nor to
perpetuate economic injustice on
a minority oppressed long
enough. A successful boycott is
vastly needed —but will come
about only by every individual's
actions.
—The Xavier News
Xavier University
Cincinnati, Ohio
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DOK-SHOONS OR HOT DOGS
An Unusual Name — And You Will
Discover An Unusual Taste Treat
• ORDERS TO GO •
(IN LINCOLN CENTER SOUTH)

6527 PACIFIC AVE.

478-1900
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PAI Brings McGee
And Knowland To Campus
interested students are wel
come of course.) At 8:00 p.m. in
the Conservatory, Mc Gee will
present his "Analysis of the '68
election."
Those who followed the voting
results on NBC last evening,
viewed Mc Gee as the network
anchor man.
MC GEE BACKGROUND
Mc Gee has been a "special
feature" of NBC for over ten
years. Actually, he has "lost
count" of the special programs
he has anchored for NBC News,
but he feels that they must
number "somewhere around five
hundred." These programs date
back to the Little Rock school
News Correspondent Frank Mc crisis of 1957, through the en
Gee to speak here Nov. 13.
tire spectrum of "Instant News
Specials" originated by NBC
by BEV BENNETT
News, to the flight of Apollo 7
The Public Affairs Institute is last month.
on the move! The "tentative"
In fact, Mc Gee has
plans which were introduced in anchored every manned
the Pacifican have been final space flight to date. He was also
ized.
a floor reporter during six nat
November 13, the program will ional political conventions, and
be officially inaugurated by its anchored the coverage of every
first speaker—the well known major primary election since
news correspondent, Frank Mc 1960.
On November 11, preceding
Gee. In the afternoon he will
meet with students in Political Mc Gee's inauguration of the
Science and Economics for a Public Affairs Institute, William
seminar discussion. (Any other F. Knowland, publisher of the

Perhaps . . .
There blooms the Isle of Idlelong
across the Scented See
Where flays and chavs and woebegones
play innocent and free.
Along the knolls the song of foals
cries Life to those who list
And 'round the edds the spinder webs
curl hard to trap the mist.
In pink bloss'd trees the fruiter bees
make sounds of cherished rhymes
And rabin calls fill farest halls
with the voice of better tymes.

Former Senator William Knowland will speak here Nov. 11
Oakland Tribune will be guest
speaker. Knowland is a former
U.S. Senator from California; he
served as majority leader of the
Senate under President Eisen
hower.
During his visit to UOP,
Knowland will speak on "Ethics
in Public Life and the Role of
the Journalist." Encouragingly,
the Institute of Public Affairs
has gained momentum.
In December it will
introduce the distinguished U.S.
Senator, Wayne Morse.

One college does more
than broaden horizons. It
sails to them, and beyond.
Now there's a way for you to know
the world around you first-hand.
A way to see the things you've
read about, and study as you go.
The way is a college that uses the
Parthenon as a classroom for
a lecture on Greece,
and illustrates Hong
Kong's floating
societies with an
hour's ride on a
harbor sampan.
Every year Chapman College's
World Campus Afloat takes two
groups of 500 students out of their
classrooms and opens up the
world for them. And you can be
one of the 500. Your new campus
is the s.s. Ryndam, equipped with
modern educational facilities and
a fine faculty. You'll have a com
plete study curriculum as you go.
And ea. n a fully-accredited
semester while at sea.
Chapman College is now accept
ing enrollments for Spring '69
and Fall '69 semesters. Spring '69
circles the world, from Los Angeles
through the Orient, India, South
Africa, to New York. Fall '69 leaves
New York for Europe, the Mediter
ranean, Africa, South America,
ending in Los Angeles.
The world is there. Here's a
good way for you to find out what's
happening. Send for our catalog
with the coupon at right.
Safety Information: The
s.s. Ryndam, registered in the
Netherlands, meets International
Safety Standards for new ships
developed in 1948 and meets 1966
fire safety requirements.

On greenish scenes there breathes the breeze
of the years when the men were boys
That leads them home from the hellish dome
that made of their souls broken toys.
Our dreams create the Idlelong Fate
and not black space or time
And all that's dear and needed near
is there . . . in yours or mine.
There blooms the Isle of Idlelong
across the Scented See
With flays and chavs and woebegones
and even . . . perhaps . . . me.

—HARVEY H.

LONDON GRAFICA ARTS
presents a One-Day

EXHIBITION and SALE

graphics
HH WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
•SB® Director of Admissions
(+|g£) Chapman College, Orange, Calif. 92666
Please send your catalog detailing curricula,
courses offered, faculty data, admission require
ments and any other facts I need to know.
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Miss
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I r Kahn Interview
tl

The Essential Movement

. . . . The Flux of Life

By MARK FULMER
Entertainment Editor
Q: I have a quote from PiranUo, which might be interest•g to you because you have publ| hed poetry: "Only poets can
Ve coherence to drama."
\: I think the quote is abso^Utely true. What is the function
the poet? That is the first
estion. To me, the function of
e poet is to get at essences,
[sentially the basic truth. In
ider to get at basic truth, the
^ >et must have at least monts of vision and clarity, or
•ear vision, if you like, in which

he can cut through the surfaces
and cut through the apparent
complexities of life for a given
situation, and get to the essen
tial movement.
THE AMBIVALENCE OF
FEELING
What does drama do? It, in
essence, boils life down to its
essential dramatic moments,
and arranges them In some sort
of meaningful pattern. It takes
a sort of poetic grasp, a sort of
Instinctive feeling, to cut
through the flux of life and see
its essential moments and its
essential drama. I think that is

Perfect symbol
of the love you share
Being with each other, doing things together . . . knowing that
your affection is growing into precious and enduring love. Happily,
all these cherished moments will be forever symbolized by your
diamond engagement ring.
If the name, Keepsake, is in the ring and on the tag, you are
assured of fine quality and lasting satisfaction. The engagement
diamond is flawless, of superb color, and precise modem cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler will assist you in making your selection ... He's
in the yellow pages, under "Jewelers."

what Pirandello is saying here.
He is very much a poet of the
theatre, a lyrical dramatist. He
is not interested in surface en
tertainment, primarily; he is not
interested in extravagance on
the stage. He is interested in ex
perimentation, as we can see in
Six Characters, which was much
more experimental in its time
than it appears to us now to be.
It is still, however, very far
from the conventional play. But
what is Pirandello doing in Six
Characters? He is trying to get
down to primal human situa
tions. The on going, timeless por
trayal of essential human con
flict and human hostility, hu
man love, human ambiguity of
feeling, ambivalence of feeling
. . . that's what he's after, those
primal situations, and that is
one very important function of
the poet. That's why I think he
says that.
Q: Right now, the way the
system is set up, students who
are interested in drama have
Speech major with a drama "em
phasis." What are the possibili
ties of a Drama major.
A: That is the question right
now in my mind. There are a
number of people on this cam
pus who have spoken to me in
past weeks, both student and
faculty, and all have spoken
quite strongly for Department
status for Drama. It will de
pend, it seems to me, very much
upon whether a Drama major
fits into the total idea and re
vision that is taking place in the
University.
The thing that militates
against Drama as a major is the
Fisher law that lumps drama
with other subjects for Which
credentials will not be granted.
Do you know what Drama is
lumped with? Radio and Tele
vision, Home Economics, and

is older if not at least as old
as the earliest of the humanities.
Every high school director that
I know works his tail off in
Drama in high school; it's one
of the major activities within the
school. Yet, they don't get the
recognition for it, they don't get
the academic status for it. I
dont know who ever made that
Fisher law, but whoever did it,
didn't like drama, obviously, or
didn't understand it.
A PERFECTED ACTOR
If we had a Drama Depart
ment and Drama majors, it
would mean that those students
really wanted to study drama
for drama's sake, not because it
was a practical thing for a cre
dential. It would be a sort of
self-selective process of students
who could give themselves fully
to this and then go on aca
demically in drama, or profes
sionally, whatever the case

may be.
I could never see us being in

IE MAN WHO HAS IT MA
IISPLYMOUTH '

IT.

TCeepsake9
REGISTERED

undated by students because of
that practical limitation, but I
could see us having 10 or 15
students a year who would want
to major in drama. Should we
have something like a Drama
major, I would want the student
to be liberally educated, not just
to come out as a drama tech
nician, or a perfected actor.
I would like to see it as a ma
jor in Drama with the student
taking about one third of his
credits for his major in Speech,
in courses like Orap Interpreta
tions, Group Communications,
etc. . . . Another third of his
course would be in basic litera
ture courses in which he would
get a range of literature avail
able.
I should like to see some
depth in Speech techniques,
depth in Literature, and some
concentration in Drama, both
practical and theoretical.
Q: The role of Drama in the
Liberal Arts College seems to be
in question . . . that is, if a stu
dent spends 15 hours a week in
rehearsal and is also carrying 15
units, is this a beneficial appor
tionment of the students time?
A: I would defend that right
down to the death. First of all,
the reason that I, personally,
have moved more into drama
than ever before is because I
have discovered in these last
few years that as a teacher I
am able to reach students more
centrally and directly as a direc
tor than a teacher.
I think that the mood is dif
ferent now: that students want
to be actively engaged In what
they learn. How can you be dis
engaged and be in a play?
HUMAN QUALITIES
So, I think that the time is
justified, and in the long run it
is one of the best investments
Con't on pg. 6, col. 1

Philosophy. The student who
wants to major in one of these
four areas can not get a teach
ing credential. Drama, the old
est of the liberal arts subjects,
the first of the liberal arts sub
jects with a venerable tradition.
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DIAMOND RINGS
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LEE

-

ROYALTY

CROWN

Rinp from $100 to $10,000. IDustafans enlarged to Aow booty ol
detail • Trade-marl reg. A. H. Pond Cocnpeny, Inc, Est 1892.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage

~!

ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

e mail who wants to be perfectly correct, perfectly.

NameAddress.
City
State

-Zip-

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201 J

LYMOUTH

OMPAXY . M i n m r - . B Q Ro, MASS.
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DEAN'S LIST
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American-Bigot
1%

BLACK RACE" AUTHORS
SPEAK AT HIGH TABLE

by MARY CRENSHAW
(in order of class standing for the semester). John D.
"All
blacks are angry. White
Roschelli Laurette Matychowiak, Susan Rhodes, Fredrick B. Land,
Americans seem not to recog
Ann P. Shaw, Jo E. Newlan, Michael F. Slawson, Greg E. Fellers, nize it. They seem to think that
Melvin P McRae, John W. Broad, Catherine A. Gordon, Jimet Lister, all the trouble is caused by only
Carleton E Penwell, Dennis M. Albers, Bud E. Lewis Patricia H. a few 'extremists' . . . Well, I
Hale Louise S. Gibbons, Sallie A. Elkins, William B. Agler, Verne L. have news for the Ronald ReaVenable Cheri M. Bonham, Pamela A. Wiggins, Virginia A. Ritchey, gans and the Max RafferKathleen M Knight Janis M. Miller, Michael A. Lotman, John A. tys. Eldridge Cleaver is not the
SSSST J^'aJ M F ores, Sandra L. Mazzuola, Patricia L Erwm, only black man in the State of
MareS A Lawrence, Susan H. Shipley, Leslie V. Parker, Jean R. California. The little broom
Mackby Lea C. Jamieson, Diana K. Haile, Kay Niege , Stephen B. pusher in the capitol building
Rowles Ranae M. swendseid, Sara L. Mills, Edwin S. Lee, Linda A. may have even more anger to
Royer Kirrhn D. Lee, Lesley L. Greer. Lawrence A. Jonas Susan J. vent."
wrieht Shelia M. McNabb, Kathy A. Shoemaker, Pnscilla Wood,
Such were the sentiments of
Mikp T Blatt Terry T Hay, Jorge C. Santamaria, Gerardo E. Vallejo, William
H. Grier, M.D. and
Ga v1eRGarma n A1bert M. Zimmer, Roland A. Brandon, Bob F. Price M. Cobbs,
M.D. expressed
Christil John G Brakke, Joseph C. Mathis, Ardinne M. Jacopi, Sara at the Raymond High Table lec
nSaa^rTan a Thayer, Katherlne c. Layton Jill s. Dunaton. ture on Tuesday of last week.
carla J Wood Ella A. Ceciliani, Dennis D. Farrell, Thomasiraa M. Both men are black psychia
EHdns Robert' G Lee, Karen A. Johnsen, Timothy V. Talbert, trists in private practice, and
Claudia J Merrick, Lynn F. Norcott, Sarah J. Snyder, Christine A. are Assistant Professors of Psy
eP-an Rismarck W Andrade, Anne C. Tainter, John E. Strohmayer,
at the University of
S c ?S[er Sia« L. biaham, Scot F. Von Bergen, R.hheo, chiatry
California Center in San Fran
FOX,
cisco.
BLACK RAGE
JIMORS (in order ol class standing for the
w. Obryon, Lois A. Riley, Harry O. Wllknison, MarK T. Wide Kath
Last summer Grier and Cobbs'
'een R Antonucci, Charles Fracchia, Jr., Janice K. Wong, Thomas . book, Black Rage, was publish
Wilson Muriel A Ponder, Richard H. Fleming, Henry Gond, Sandra
ed and produced a stir among
rS uZta A. Pippin, Shirley L. King, Don R. Thomassen, Miriam black and white groups across
H.cS Caiene Fenolio, Jaime E. Pardo, CarolLMilk, Dimm L.
the country.
"The first thought behind
Robb Jean E Heckadon, Joyce A. Julienne, Kathryn S. Chilcote,
James T. Tashima, Robert A. Lema, Lawrence S. Lotman, Lawrence Black Rage," said Cobb, "was to
M Hippie Marty I. Sprinkle, Rosemary D. Jones, Jeanne A Cheet- hit complacency." The somber
ham Thronton A. Dare, Roger D. Sprinkle, Nancy M. Clark, Joanne tone of the work was intended
L. Lowry Gary R. Hargett, Nancy L. Bosch, Penro F. Reyes, Kara P. to evoke the desperation and
Brewer Eileen Y. Lonbenberg, Mary L. Streiff, Nancy L. Cunning hopelessness of Black America.
ham Roberta K. Weeks, James F. Wilson, Charles A. Bird, Marilyn From these feelings it was hop
A Mearns, Rodney A. Wong, Bixley C. Hayden, Monte B. Lake, Elise ed that black and white Ameri
cans would attempt to face up
C.' Bellecci, James H. Buckley, Sandra D. Yip, Christine R. Curtate.
to the country's heritage of
SOPHOMORES (in order of class standing for the semester:)
white racism. This historically
Glenn E. Davis, Warren C. Breidenbach, Kenneth M. Garrett, inculcated racism has not only
Michael F Martin, Sandra L. Brubaker, Linda M. Peters, Sandra A. molded the white perception of
Biork Laurence A. Hill, Ronald A. Wihlidal, Katherine Ackerman, Negroes as inferior beings but
Phoebe J. Truffini, Kathryn D. Jones, Salley L. Hasse, Bonnie E. also the black man's negative
Sampson, Michael C. Normoyle, Ross M. Rowley, Jeraldine M. self-image.
Pickett, Frederick H. Hilton, Christine I. Paden, Arlene N. Veach,
SLAVERY
Phiilip G. Holden, Jeremy L. McCullougth, Cecilia A. Humphreys,
importance of the rise
Roberta R. Robertson, Leroy K. Shapazian, Vivian R. Holdesvick, of The
the inferior-superior dicho
Jarja D Hoffman, Thomas D. Wright, Leslie J. Watson, Patricia A.
Bantly, James L. Stanton, Terry L. Sorensen, Jane E. Tremaine, tomy in the United States is
emphasized by the two authors.
Billye J. Jefferson, Abulaziz M. Alsheikh, Ronald L. Champion, The intensity and complexity of
Linda J. Sweet, Victoria A. Merritt, Susan T. Kessler, Marcia L. today's racial problems can best
Hulsbrink, Ronald C. Stearns, Kathy G. Mayes, Mary L. Shefveland, be understood as part of an
Larry R. Reis, Laura G. Jeter, Richard N. Lyness, Jr.
historical continuum.
The Negro was brought to
FRESHMEN (in order of class standing for the semester): Step
hen L. Borchers, Diane L. Ross, Virginia A. Fuqua, William W. America and completely cut off
Groth, Barbara L. Angstman, Alice J. Smiley, Alice L. Hunt, Joyce E. from his past. He was alonge
Robson, Scott A. Anderson, Cheryl A. Fong, Margaret A. Large, Kay without a language, culture, or
L. Tarble, Carlos T. Alcantara, Katherine J. Brown, Rosalie J. Smith, a homeland. He was necessarily
Susan F. Anderson, David V. Stevens, Ray E. Gebbie, Karen A. Jillie, at total mercy to his masters'
Diogenes Perdomo, Ann P. Brosemer, Calvert M. Jang, Robert A. world. In turn it was easier for
Lundsbrom, Mary A. Tuma, Jennie A. Warmer, Linda L. Black, the master to justicy the posi
Janet L. Scharnweber, Linda S. Hoover, Marilyn R. Stowell, Victoria tion of the slave. Here was a
simple, dependent, childlike
L. Belo, Jose L. Lopez-Gallego.
race that needed the white
man's supervision.
#/
More coldly pragmatic expla
nations were devised for forcing
the Negro to work under poor
involved, I think the pay-off is labor conditions. To say that
Con't from pg. 5, col. 5
much greater.
blacks are built closer to the
of tame that a student could
Q: Dr. Kahn, I have noticed ground and can stand heat more
maye. Why?
that you are using closed-circuit than other races left the nation,
First, he will learn thoroughly TV and video-taping rehearsals. or at least the white South, at
about how a piece of literature Have there been good results?
comfortable ease.
works.
A: Very good results. Its ob
The history of the racial rela
Secondly, he will perfect his vious benefits are very clear, and tions of the white establish
own abilities either technically some of them have been mani ment in this country has been
or in terms of his acting abilities. fest. Well, for example, when one of continual rationalization.
Thirdly, you get to know other does the actor have a chance to The establishment chooses a
people in a much more intimate observe what he is doing on the dissimilar group to theirs,
way than you would ever get to stage? I'm hoping next year, rationalizes its inferiority, then
know them in almost any other definitely, in the new theatre to beats it down. Those groups
have a monitor that will be func have been Negroes, Indians,
activity I can think of.
Fourth, he develops his own tioning all of the time so that Jews, hippies, etc. "You don't
poise, his own stage presence, part of our note-taking sessions have to be black to be a 'nig
his own potential dimensions as and dicsussions can be illustrat ger' "
ed by the film. You can stop
a human being.
"BLACK IS BEAUTIFUL"
So when you measure these the film to illustrate precisely
Ralph Ellison in Invisible Man
human qualities as well as prac what you mean ... I think it's a commented on the "spectacle of
tical knowledge against the time tremendous technique.
the whites busy escaping black
SENIORS

The Flux of Life

ness and becoming blacker ev pecting, "tolerant" whites. The
ery day, and the blacks striving community must immediately
toward whiteness, becoming begin the purge upon prejudice
quite dull and gray."
or collapse in the ashes of blacij
The blacks' model is not white fire.
anymore. "The 'black' or 'AfroFrom a uniquely psychiatric
American' students of today are
quite different from the 'col perspective bigotry can be seer
ored' students of a few years to pervert the individual.
ago." The new black activists, man who diverts his energies
whose slogan is "Black is Beau towards despising another loses
tiful", gain the thrust of their elements of his personality
movement from the writings of structure. Few bigots are sue.
cessful husbands, fathers, or
Malcolm X.
A true black hero, Malcolm human beings."
CHANGES?
X rose from the world of crime
imposed upon him by his black
What are the chances of a
ness and position in the world. white confrontation of values'
He became the champion of dig At times the psychiatrists' ansnity for his people. With this wers to this question see®
hero's philosophical backing, it strangely naive. In the last
has become "good to be black, chapter of Black Rage they say
black is really beautiful."
that white America should get
REVENGE AND RESPONSE
off of the black man's back.
The "Black is Beautiful" "How? By simply doing it—now.
movement has given respect This is no oversimplification
and pride to a race that has -Greater changes than this in
been starved of such virtue. It relations of peoples have taken
has also released a more mili place before."
tant world view for the blacks.
However, throughout the book
The race's feelings of depres and lecture the deep, historically
sion and grief, which were caus engrained ethos of black infer
ed by black self-hatred imposed iority was repeatedly emphasiz
by white standards, are being ed. "The hatred of the blacks
transformed into aggression.
has been so deeply bound up
The blacks are filled with fury. with being an American that it
They want to be recognized as has been one of the first things
Americans — black Americans new Americans learn and one
who are different from the of the last things old Americans
whites but also "good". They re forget."
fuse to be invisible to a race
So how is America going to
that would rather not see them. change? Can such an intensely
White America has been "busy racial constitution be altered be
escaping blackness" but now fore a black apocalypse? Will
must face the problem of racism the threat of violence result in
as a community and as indivi understanding and confronta
duals. Not only must blantant tion or in more white oppression
bigotry be confronted but also compounded by fear? When will
the more subtle and perhaps White America ever be able to
more dangerous prejudices that say, "Black is Beautiful", and be
quietly embrace many unsus proud too?
Santa Cruz Conference

Baez to Speak
This Weekend

Three international student
organizations will s p o n s o r a
three-day conference on the
"Government of Mankind" in
Santa Cruz this Friday, Saturday
and Sunday.
Special guest will he Joan
Baez, who will talk on the draft.
Other speakers include: Urhan
Whitaker, Professor of Interna
tional Relations at SF state; Lucile Green, Professor of Philoso
phy and Humanities at Merritt
College; and Bennet SkewesCox, Professor at SF State's Ex
perimental College.
The conference will explore
such subjects as human rights,
Vietnam, student power, inter
national citizenship, and world
government.

COSTS
LaHonda, a YMCA facility in
the Santa Cruz Mountains, has
been chosen for the conference.
Total cost for all meals and ac
comodations will be $10.00 per
person, payable at registration.
Scholarships are available for
interested college students who
could not attend otherwise, and
for media representatives.
Speakers from each of the

three sponsoring groups will be
contributing their personal ex
periences:
Michael Beard, Executive Di
rector of Student World Federal
ists, will discuss his visit with
the "Communism and Freedom'
youth group in Prague when
Czechoslovakia made it's "bid for
independence" before being
crushed by the Soviets.
Robert Jones, a Princeton stu
dent, will represent the Student
Forum on International Order
and World Peace.
Carlos Rodriguez, N a t i o n a J
Field Director for the Councn
on International Relations and
United Nations Affairs (CIRUNA:
will comment on his experiences
with Latin American studen
groups this past summer.
These three student group5
are affiliated with approximate
ly 100 youth organizations who
are working toward Peace
through justice and law in ?
world federation.
For further information con
tact: James Greenberg, Cha#
man of the Conference Organ#
ing Committee, 243 Turk Stree •
San Francisco, (415) 776-7659, 0
by calling 673-0166 or 454-6956.

